
YOUR PARTNER FOR SMART ANALYTICS
Solving business challenges with data analysis: it’s an integral part of our DNA. As a data and location 

technology consultancy, we support companies that want to drive innovation in mobility and logistics. With 

offices in Hamburg and Munich, we are a leading Google Cloud Partner in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

Aggregating, preparing and enriching data:

Our cloud experts help you harness complex 
data from multiple sources.

DATA PREPARATION

We support you in developing analysis software 
to gain insights from static and dynamic data.

DATA ANALYSIS

All data and findings at a glance: We develop 
individual tools that allow you to make data 
visible and usable.

DATA VISUALIZATION
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SMART ANALYTICS WITH LOOKER: 
LEVERAGE YOUR DATA’S POTENTIAL

WHERE YOU STAND THE SOLUTION

ubilabs.com/en/google-cloud

You have data sources that you would like to 
gatherfindings from.


You have various data sources that have not yet 
been merged.


Or the data is already centralized, but the right 
tool to process it is missing.


You want to enable your teams to work 
autonomously on a unified database.

Central data management using amodern data 
warehouse


Cost-efficient and fast data management


Every department and employee can analyze data 
independently


Data use and evaluation without long waiting 
times


With Looker, analyses are practically possible in 
real time


Machine learning makes reliable predictions 
possible

WHAT WE OFFER

Sound advice on data analytics and business intelligence in the Google Cloud that’s tailored to your company


Development of your data strategy


Training for your employees on how to use Looker:





Everything’s from a single source, with no additional costs: Looker license on account, reliable support, 
assigned contact person


Certified Looker developers, data scientists and data engineers


Industry insights from 14 years of mobility & logistics experience

Jump Start Training: Overview of Looker’s potential for your company


Rapid Deploy: With the Jump Start Training as a foundation, we support you in taking the first steps with Looker


Further training sessions in implementation
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